Multiarm cyclam-grafted mesoporous silica: a strategy to improve the chemical stability of silica materials functionalized with amine ligands.
We have explored in this work the stability and the reactivity of multiarm cyclam-grafted mesoporous silica samples in aqueous solution. A series of hybrid materials have been prepared by grafting silylated cyclam molecules bearing one, two, or four silyl groups onto both amorphous silica gel (K60) and ordered mesoporous silica (SBA15). Under these conditions, cyclam moieties are attached to the silica walls via one, two, or four arms. Various physicochemical techniques have been applied to characterize the functionalized solids (elemental analysis, 1H-29Si and 1H-13C CPMAS NMR, and N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms). The interest in two and four arms for improving the chemical stability in solution, by comparison with the system displaying only one arm, has been demonstrated by using a set of complementary experiments involving pH measurements and silicon determination with ICP-AES. Then, the investigation of their protonation and binding properties toward copper(II) has revealed a significant decrease in the reactivity of these hybrids as a consequence of multiarm tethering. A comparison of amorphous and ordered materials has permitted us to point out the influence of mesostructuration on the reactivity of these functionalized solids, especially from a kinetic point of view.